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1 Introduction
ZAVIO Standalone is a Linux‐embedded open platform network video recording
system, providing a stable and good quality local display through HDMI interface. As
a network‐based surveillance system, ZAVIO Standalone possesses remote access
ability to strengthen its usability.
It features two useful functions, one‐click setup and mobile APP. One‐click setup
reduces the time of camera configuration by searching and automatically adding
cameras in the local network. Mobile app facilitates the process of establishing
access to the NVR system without the complicated procedures of router settings for
remote and mobile viewing (iOs and Android).
This user’s manual encompasses the information users need to set up and configure
the system. It is recommended that you keep one copy of this manual for any
necessary reference in the future.
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2 Tour the Unit
2.1 Front View

No.
1

3

5

Description
Power Button
Press for 2‐9sec to shutdown
system
Press for 10sec to force
shutdown process
Power LED Status
Orange: Power On
Unlit: Off
USB 2.0

No.
2

Description
Reset Button
Press for 8‐13sec to default
admin account
Press for 14sec to default system
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Ethernet LED Status
Blue: Connected
Unlit: Disconnected
USB 2.0

No.
2
4
6
8

Description
DC‐in Power connector
RCA Audio‐out
USB 2.0 connector
RJ‐45 LAN port

2.2 Rear View

No.
1
3
5
7

Description
Power switch
Alarm I/O
HDMI connector
USB 2.0 connector
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2.3 I/O Terminal Block Circuit & Pin Definition

This SNVR provides a 10 pin cable for external I/O which is used to connect input/
output devices. The pin definitions are described below.
PIN
1~4

Definition
Alarm In 1~ 4

GND
SW

GND
Alarm Out

A&B

RS‐485

Description
Connected to GND to activate, or leave
floating (or unconnected) to deactivate.
Ground
Relay contact output for DC device. If used
AC device, need add an external relay.
Connected to RS‐485 interface.
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Max. V/A
3V DC / 50mA
‐
1A at 30V DC
‐

3 Set up the Unit
3.1 Unpack the Unit and confirm it’s package contents
Items
2bay Standalone NVR
HDD SATA cable
HDD Power cable
DC 12V Power adapter and cable
Mouse
Disk screws
Quick start guide

Pcs
1
2
2
1
1
8
1

3.2 Install Hard Drives
Refer to compatibility list and install HDDs. For optimal performance consideration,
install disks with the same model and storage capacity. The available RAID level
depends on the amount of disks installed.

Unscrew the housing on the both sides.
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Unscrew the housing on the back side.

Pull the cover.

Align the HDD screw hole with the
screw hole on the back of housing.
Note: The HDD connectors should
face the center.

Tighten the HDD onto the housing.

Plug HDD power cable (white) to
the main board.
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Plug HDD power cable (black) to HDD
power connector.

Plug HDD data cable with the metal
plate to the main board.

Plug the other HDD data cable
terminal to HDD connector.

Tight the screw back to the cover of
the housing.

3.3 Connect the Unit and Devices within the Network
Connect the unit and camera to a router/switch. If you need to view the video
through internet, connect the router/switch to the internet and the unit will retrieve
an IP address through DHCP by default.
The unit has built‐in DHCP service, which can assign IP addresses; suitable for the pure LAN
environment.
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3.4 Connect the Monitor
The unit has HDMI display interfaces; connect the monitor via HDMI.
The supported display resolutions are 3840x2160, 1920x1080, and 1280x720. Please confirm
that one of the resolutions is supported by your monitor.

3.5 Power on
Connect the power adaptor directly to the back of the unit. (See Rear View)
Press the power button once the power cord is connected. (See Front View)
It takes about a minute for the unit to fully power up. Once it is powered up:
 The System Status LED turns orange
 The buzzer beeps one time
If the system crashes or stops responding, press and hold the power button for 8 seconds to
enforce hardware power‐off, which turns off the computer by cutting off the power directly.
Such power‐off isn’t recommended for a system that is working properly.
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4 First Power‐on
When first power‐on, you will see the Install Wizard which guide you to set up the
unit quickly in a step‐by‐step manner. Connect a Monitor and an USB Mouse device
to the unit to use the Install Wizard.

4.1 Install Wizard

Mode

Description

Express
Mode

Quick setup of the unit.
Not Yet Supported

Basic
Mode

Basic set up of the unit. Includes all settings featured by Express mode with
additional DHCP server settings, network settings, and RAID level settings.

Complete set up of the unit. Includes all settings featured by Basic mode
Advanced
with additional detail settings.
Mode
Not Yet Supported

All settings featured by Install Wizard are accessible on system’s Main Menu
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1. Select the NVR language.

2. Setup administrator password. To keep default password click Next.
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3. In display tab, choose a resolution setting to configure how the videos are
presented on screen.

4. Assigns DHCP or static IP to the LAN port. To keep default Network setting
click Next
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5. Set up the time zone, date, and time, and adjust daylight saving changes
if needed.

6. Storage setting features: Create, Delete and Format.
 Click Create to set up new set of disk storage (called Volume). Select RAID‐0
to get maximum storage capacity, or RAID‐1 to get best recovery possibility
when data corrupt in disk.
 After a volume created, click Format to use the volume, or Delete to remove
unwanted volume.

15
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7. Click Search
to search and add the cameras within the same subnet.
Select camera in the right panel, and click
to add a camera.

8. Configures how and when to record videos.
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9. QR Codes for ZAVIOR APP
In this step, you can scan QR code to install ZAVIOR APP (iOS on the left, and
Android in the middle). After that, you can scan the QR code on the right in
ZAVIOR to add this NVR unit, and view videos on mobile devices.

NVR P2P is disabled by default, you can enable it in the P2P Setting.

10. Review your settings. If the settings are correct, click the Finish button to exit
the settings procedure and activate the system.
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5 User Interface
The local user interface provide display and setting functions. After connecting unit
to a Monitor and an USB Mouse device, you can take benefit of NVR without a PC
or laptop. We will use Local System to mention local user interface in the rest of
the document.

5.1 Guide for User Interface
The Local System has three 2 main screens, Live View and Playback.
The Live View screen shows the instant video(s), while the Playback screen plays
the recorded videos.
Besides main screens, we also provide screens for Settings to adapt real installation
and usage. The Setting screens will be described later in Chapter 6 ‐ Settings.
For all screen, we have a Main Menu, Video Area, Side Bar, and a Toolbar to
provide page functions. Guide to each component follows:

Main Menu

Video Area

Side Bar

Toolbar
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5.1.1 Main Menu
The Main Menu provides a intuitive way to switch between Live View, Playback, and
Setting screens.

If you cannot find the Main Menu, you may have login problem. The login will be
described later. (See Login)
The Main Menu provides Menu Buttons to switch between functions. Just click on a
button, and then click on a sub‐function button, if present. We provide a quick check
table to briefly describe the buttons:
Menu

Button

Summary

(1) Startup

The Startup button provide access to Install Wizard,
Shutdown, system Reboot, and Logout sub‐function.
(See Install Wizard or Startup)

(2) Live View

The Live View button can switch to the Live View screen
by a single click. (See Live View)

(3) Playback

The Playback button can switch to the Playback screen
by a single click. (See Playback)

(4) Record Setting

The Record Setting button can switch to Record Setting
screen. You can choose the channel to record, and when
to record. (See Record Settings)

(5) File Backup

The File Backup button can switch to Backup Setting
screen, from which you can backup recoded video.
(See Backup Setting)

(6) Camera Setting

The Camera Setting button can switch to Camera Setting
screen. You can add/remove cameras and perform detail
settings on cameras. (See Camera Setting)

(7) I/O Setting

The I/O Setting button can switch to I/O Setting screen.
You can set up alarm setting for external electric circuits.
(See I/O Setting)
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(8) Disk Storage

The Disk Storage button can switch to Disk Storage
screen. You can set up storage setting for all installed
disks. (See Disk Storage)

(9) Security

The Security button can switch to Security screen. You
can set up user account and access rule in this screen.
(See Security)

(10) System Setting

The System Setting button can switch to System Setting
screen. (See System Setting)

5.1.2 Video Area
The Video Area provides display of Real‐time Video and Recorded Video from
camera channels.
Only the Live View and Playback screen have Video Area.

For Real‐time Video, see Live View for more detail.
For Recorded Video, see Playback for more detail.
Because of different nature of real‐time video and recorded video. Some functions
are provided in Live View, and other functions are provided in the Playback screen.
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5.1.3 Side Bar
The Side Bar provides a quick access of detail controls and
information for screens (e.g. PTZ control and Storage
information). There is also a Device List on Side Bar to check or
select camera devices.

5.1.4 Toolbar
The Toolbar provides a quick access of simple control functions as Toolbar Buttons.
In some screen, there is also a Status Bar to provide handy and timely information.
Buttons and Status Bar on the Toolbar differs from screen to screen. Check related
sections to know more about function for buttons for the screen.
Status Bar

Toolbar Buttons

5.2 Startup
5.2.1 Install Wizard
The Install Wizard provided a step‐by‐step manner of system setup. If you need
Install Wizard after the first power‐on, click on the Startup button
and click Install Wizard. (See Install Wizard)

5.2.2 Login
The invalid access to recorder device can break your surveillance plan.
Only authorized user can see and manage surveillance videos.
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To gain the authorization, input the user and password, and click the Login button.
The default screen after login is Live View. You can switch between functions by
clicking on the Main Menu. (See Main Menu)
Click the keyboard icon

at the right of the field to open the virtual keyboard for

text input

5.2.3 Logout
The logout operation quit the current authorization. This is especially useful when
you want to separate management and viewer (guard) access right.
When you finish editing the management setting, click on the Startup
button and click Logout. The next login with viewer access level will
have only the viewer functions enabled. (See Security for access level detail)

5.2.4 Reboot
The reboot operation safely shutdown and then start the unit (restart). This is useful
when you accidentally remove the power or data lines connecting to disks, which
can cause recording error. Click on the Startup button
and click Reboot to
recover from the error.

5.2.5 Shutdown
The shutdown process stop recording and safely power‐off the unit, avoiding data
lost that may occur when force shutdown process. Click the Startup
button and click Shutdown to start the shutdown process.
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5.3 Live View
5.3.1 Video Area
If a camera is configured correctly, the Live View’s Video Area will show the
corresponding camera’s video feed.
An added camera is called a Channel, and a Channel Number is assigned.
Channel Number and IPC Name (Name of IP Camera) is displayed on the top‐left
corner for each added camera. Status and controls of a channel follows:

Icon

Name

Description

Always Record

See Mode in Recording Setting submenu for more information

Emergency Record

Not Yet Supported

Motion Record

See Motion in Recording Setting submenu for more information

Digital PTZ on

Enable Digital PT and Zoom of a channel

Snapshot

Take a snapshot of a channel (an USB storage device required)

Emergency Record

Not Yet Supported

Video Information

Enable display of Video Information for a channel (including Resolution,
FPS, and Video Encoding Format)

Instant Playback

Not Yet Supported
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5.3.2 Side Bars
Side Bars are used to display and control of basic Device List and Volume, and PTZ
information. For detail setting, see Camera Setting and Disk Storage.

5.3.2.1

Device List

Device List will show channel number, camera name, and camera IP.
To add, remove or modify camera setting, see Camera Setting.

The Icon on the left summarizes status of channels. See the following table for
icon and state description:
Icon

State
Recording
Connecting
Disconnected

5.3.2.2

Group List

The Group List is Not Yet Supported.
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5.3.2.3

Volume

The Volume Bar displays volume status, including
health status and capacity, etc. To set up volume,
see Disk Storage.

5.3.2.4

HDD

The HDD Bar displays volume status, including
health status, RAID status and capacity, etc. To
set up HDD, see Disk Storage.

The unit support display of disk self‐testing
information (S.M.A.R.T). You can click the SMART
button to check the health state of disks.

5.3.2.5

PTZ, Preset and Patrol
Zoom Slider

PTZ Bar
Click PTZ Bar to control PTZ

Arrow Buttons
and Home

Before using the PTZ Bar, choose a camera in View
Area. In PTZ Bar, you can move PT position by clicking
Arrow Buttons.
Focus Slider
The Home

Button can bring you back to a Home Preset Point after set up.

If the camera use external PTZ module (e.g. RS‐485), you need to enable it manually from web
interface before control it from NVR.
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If the PT speed is too slow or too fast, you can use the Pan Speed
Slider or the Tilt Speed Slider to adjust to reasonable speed.
The Zoom Slider can Zoom Out and Zoom In.
Click

to Zoom Out, and click

to Zoom In. You can also use

Zoom Slider to move to an expected zoom position.
The Focus Slider can move focus Closer and Farther.
Click

to move Closer, and click

to Zoom In. You can also

use Focus Slider to move to an expected focus position.
If you need auto focus, you can also click Re‐Focus to run auto focus.
Preset Bar
Click Preset Bar to set up preset points.
To add a preset point, input name of preset point,
and click Add.
For other settings, see the following table for usage
Menu

Button

Summary

Home

Set a preset point as the Home

Add

Input name, and click to add a Preset Point

Delete

Choose a Preset Point, and click to delete a Preset Point

Edit

Edit Position and Name of a Preset Point

Go

Move to a Preset Point

Patrol Bar
The Patrol Bar is Not Yet Supported.
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5.3.3 Toolbar
The Toolbar on the bottom can control display of Live View, including: number of
channels and layout, channel rotation, full screen display, volume control,
emergency recording, and screen snapshot, etc.

The Toolbar buttons detail in Live View:
Menu
NVR Time & IP

Layout‐1
Layout‐4
Layout‐8

Button

Summary
The NVR date & time is displayed on the left side, and
The IP Address of NVR is displayed on the right side
Show the 1 channel Layout (1x1)
Show the 4 channel Layout (2x2)
Show the 8 channel Layout (1 big + 7 small)

Layout‐16

Show the 16 channel Layout (4x4)
This button is disabled in 4‐CH and 8 CH models

Layout

Choose a custom layout. Supported layout includes
4‐CH, 6‐CH, 9‐CH, and 10‐CH, 12‐CH, 13‐CH layouts.

Previous Page

Go to the previous page, with some limitations.

Next Page

Go to the next page, with some limitations

Auto Scan On/off

Display Live View pages in turn. The interval between
page change can be assigned (1 ~ 999 sec)

Center Scan

Not Yet Supported

Choice Group

Not Yet Supported
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Full Screen

Snapshot

Emergency
Recording on/off

Display Live View in full screen mode
Opens a dialog to capture the screen of the selected
channel or all channels on the screen. Click OK to save
snapshot to a USB flash drive.
Enables Always record.
“Always record” means continuous recording.
See also Mode tab for details about the recording
modes.
See also Camera Status for details about the recording
status.

E‐map

Not Yet Supported

Audio Volume

Opens a dialog to adjust audio volume or mute.

The limitation of paging function is:
In 4‐CH models (e.g. NQ2040), only the 1‐CH modes support paging function
In 8‐CH models (e.g. NQ2080), only the 1‐CH, 4‐CH, and 6‐CH modes support paging function
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5.4 Playback
5.4.1 Device List
Choose the cameras you wish to confirm the video in the Device List. You can find
the Device on the left (the Side Bar). After cameras chosen, you need to choose date
in Calendar.

5.4.2 Calendar
Choose the Date you wish to confirm the video in the Calendar.
When choosing date, you can check the required recording type in the Retrieve Type
part, and click Search click to find out date.
Date that have video recording are displayed with color mark:
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The featured color marks are:
There is always record on that day.
There is event record on that day.
There is emergency on that day.
There is event record & emergency on that day.
There is always record & emergency on that day.
There is always record & event record on that day.
There is always record、event record、emergency on that day.
There is no color mark when no mode on that day

5.4.3 Time Bar
The Status Bar on the Playback screen shows the date, time, as well as the
playback speed of the video.
The Playback Speed

5.4.4 Toolbar
The Toolbar on playback screen has buttons for enabling system configuration.
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Button

Name

Description

Stop

Stops playing.
Playback stops by showing the frame where the video
starts.
When video is fast‐forwarded or reverse‐played, Stop will
restore the speed to x1.

Play / Pause

Starts or pauses the playing

Rewind

Hit once to rewind the videos with x‐1 speed. Hit twice to
rewind with x‐2 speed. When rewind speed reaches x‐16, it
auto‐restores to x‐1 speed.

Fast Forward

Hit once to fast‐forward the playback with x2 speed. Hit
twice to fast‐forward the playback to x4 speed. When
fast‐forwarding speed is incremented to x16, it
auto‐restores to x1 speed.

Previous 5min

Hit this key once to bring the playback to the previous 5
min.

Next 5min

Hit this key once to bring the playback to the next 5 min

Previous Frame

Not Yet Supported

Next Frame

Not Yet Supported

Layout

Switches the screen layouts.

Previous Page

Hit this key once to change the channel to the previous
page.

Next Page

Hit this key once to change the channel to the next page.

Audio

Opens a dialog to adjust audio volume or mute.
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Trim

Not Yet Supported

Snapshot

Opens a dialog to capture the screen of the selected
channel or all channels on the screen. Click OK to save
snapshot to a USB flash drive.

Full Screen

Full screen display.
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5.4.5 Time interval
User can self choose timeline

The featured settings are:
24hr mode:
The pointer stop on 08:10→change 6hr mode timeline.
The pointer stop on 08:10, timeline 06:00~12:00.

6hr mode:
The pointer stop on 08:10→change 1hr mode timeline
The pointer stop on 08:10, timeline 08:00~09:00

1hr mode:
The pointer stop on 08:10→change 30mins mode timeline
The pointer stop on 08:10, timeline 08:00~08:30

30mins mode:
The pointer stop on 08:10→change 15mins mode timeline
The pointer stop on 08:10, timeline 08:00~08:15

Timeline left and right options can turn the page.
The current time interval unit, the pointer does not move
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5.4.6 The pointer
Move the pointer can decision where playing the video.
User can pull the pointer left and right.
The pointer will show record time.
User can in the lower‐left corner of the video area know now playing time.

5.4.7 Recording color bar
(1).Green on behalf of event record
(2).Red on behalf of always record
(3).Yellow on behalf of emergency record
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5.4.8 Motion detection area picture

Lock channel double, layout show 1*1.
Will show over the time table have all the event snapshot
This function is used to find events.
Lock one event snapshot, the pointer will move that time point
Double-click on a channel for full screen view.
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6 Settings
6.1 Device List
6.1.1 Device List
The Device List have 2 parts, the Search List on the left, and the Channel List on the
right. The search list displays searched cameras that can be added to the unit. The
Channel List displays added cameras.

The inputs and buttons of Device List follows:
Menu
Account

Button

Summary
Input user and password to add Cameras or
see preview of Cameras
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Search Camera

Search responding IP Cameras in the same
network before countdown finish (10 seconds).

Add Camera by PoE

Add cameras on Power over Ethernet (PoE)
ports (Not Yet Supported)

Add Camera by P2P

Add camera by of P2P (QR Code)
(Not Yet Supported)

Add

Add all checked camera(s)
(Multiple add supported)

Delete

Delete all checked camera(s)
(Multiple delete supported)

Move on up

Move the camera up (Not Yet Supported)

Move on down

Move the camera down (Not Yet Supported)

Setting page

Enter Camera Setting of a camera
(See Camera Setting)

Preview

Display preview image of camera on side bar

6.1.2 Add Camera
To add a camera, follow these steps:
(1) Click Camera setting

(2) Click Camera Search
(3) The searched camera will be displayed in left list.
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You can select all cameras by check the checkbox on the top, or select single or multiple
cameras by checking the check on the left.

(4) At the top‐left corner, enter the camera user / password

The default account of Zavio Camera is admin / admin. If the cameras are from different
brands, contact the camera brand.

button, the checked cameras will be displayed in the
(5) Click the Add
Channel List (the right one).
(6) Click the Save

button to save added cameras.

When adding cameras and click Save, a dialog will pop up to help you select the
expected mode for camera time
(1) Sync the cameras time according to NVR time
(2) Do NOT sync cameras time, and show OSD for camera time to distinguish
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6.1.3 Delete Camera
(1) Click Camera Setting
(2) Check the Cameras you want to delete in Channel List (the right one)

You can select all cameras by check the checkbox on the top, or select single or multiple
cameras by checking the check on the left.

(3) Click the delete
(4) Click the save

button
button to confirm the removal of cameras
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6.2 Record Setting
Record Settings configures how and when to record videos.
To access the Record Settings:
In the Main Menu bar, click recording settings button.

Recording settings features: Schedule、Template、Advance setting

6.2.1 Schedule
Record schedule
Template : Always recording, No recording, Empty(Self‐assignment).
A. Choose the one of the template, and then check the IP Camera list and week list
B. "Template" is relevant to the hours color bar.
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hours color bar
User can configure the IP Camera recording model for each one.

Camera list and week list
Copy setting
Apply the current day schedule to other channel(s)
A. Please choice the one of the IP camera for a baseline.

B. Click on the

icon pop‐up window.

If user choose the CH2,the CH2 will be recovered from the CH1.
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pop‐up window

6.2.2 Template
Schedule Template:
A. Template list, system default : Always recording, No recording.
B. User add or remove "Name" to the "Template list". The list of row number is
limited to 10.
C. Each one of the "Template " have only one color in front of a row.
D. Click

input the "Name", must to

and

,

"Add is succcessed"
E."The name is existed" when "Name" is same to self‐assignment.
F.Click

.It delete the one of the Template list row when user check the one.

G. Model :
Setting

Description
Always record. Select and mark a time slot as “Always
record”.
No recording. Select and mark a time slot to upon ban
recording.
Event recording. Select and mark a time slot to record
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upon event recording.

(2) According to the "Model Setting", the default color(gray) will be recovered
from the "Model Setting" color that click and slide the mouse(One gray grid is
fifteen minute).

6.2.3 Advanced Setting

A. Automatic Recycle:
Enables automatic recycle when the storage space is less than a certain
percentage
(10%、15%、20%)
B. Keep Video: Set how long to keep recorded videos (Max: 365 days)
1. Automatic recycle has a higher priority than keep video.
2. The actual days of video kept depends on the available disk space.
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6.3 Backup Setting
6.3.1 File Backup
File backup enables users to back up recorded videos to a USB.

The featured settings are:
Setting

Description

Channel select

Sets the channel(s) to back up.

From

Sets the start time of recorded video backup.

To

Sets the end time of recorded video backup.

File size

Choose recorded video need space.

Storage location

Click Storage.

Free storage space

Display USB the remaining capacity.

Click Query File Size to calculate the storage use and available space. When there is
enough space, you can click Start to start file backup, and will see the file backup is
in progress.
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If you encounter problems when trying to backup on portable hard disk device, please format
the device with FAT32, NTFS is not supported currently.

6.3.2 Auto Backup
Auto backup enables users to back up recorded videos to a FTP server.

The featured settings are:
Setting

Description

Enable dally backup

Enable auto backup of the videos recorded on the previous day

Channel select

Sets the channel(s) to back up

Daily Backup Time

Sets the daily time for the system to do the auto backup.

File Time From

Sets the start/end time of recorded video of the previous day.
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6.4 Camera Setting
6.4.1 Device List
Please refer to 6.1 Device List

6.4.2 Camera Setting

Camera image
preview

(1) This column just open setting page.
(2) Selects the camera channel to configure
(3)Basic setting
Camera name:
Click the keyboard icon

at the right of the field to open the virtual keyboard

for text input.
Video & Audio: Not Yet Supported
Model Select camera brand and model from the list or use Auto Detection.
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(4)Network
This setting can change IP & Port & Protocol.
ZAVIO camera protocol default HTTP.
ONVIF camera protocol default TCP.
(5)Security
Change camera’s username and password.
(6)OSD
Click the Edit Style to change the font and style to show the day and time.
The difference with the IPC web is that you cannot enter strings self.
(7)Time
Can choose automatically sync with NVR server.
(8)Snapshot
Press the refresh icon on the upper right corner to update the snapshot image.

6.4.3 Batch Maintenance
Batch Maintenance enables several functions that include Naming, Camera firmware
upgrade, Language pack upload, Reboot, Reset to default.
The search relies on UPnP. Before using this function, make sure your camera
supports UPnP.

6.4.3.1

Naming

In Naming tab, camera image preview will appear for users to identify the camera
and name it by using the virtual keyboard.
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6.4.3.2

Maintenance

(1) Choose a Camera Model
(2) Batch Firmware Upgrade of Camera, which can upgrade firmware of multiple
cameras (with the same model) at the same time
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The file must be placed on the outermost level of USB storage device to be recognized (not in
the folder)

(3) Upload Language Pack (multiple cameras supported)

The file must be placed on the outermost level of USB storage device to be recognized (not in
the folder)

(4) Restart (multiple cameras supported)
Executable the restart then status will show the bar on screen.
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(5) Restore to default (multiple cameras supported)
Executable the restore to default then status will show the bar on screen.

(6) Date Time
Sets how often to synchronize the system with the time server.
Make sure to check if synchronize NVR with the time.
If revised day time synchronize NVR with the time not cancel, weekly on Sunday, at
00:00 o’clock synchronize NVR with the time.
(Different model camera can execution at the same time.)
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(7) IVS license upload (Different model camera can execution at the same time.)
You can select a single camera to upload licenses, or you can perform multiple
cameras to upload licenses.
The difference lies in the way the folder is named.
A camera:
Use camera MAC naming, cannot have a colon. EX: 001BFE00771D
Many cameras:
Need a range values. EX: 001BFE00771D~001BFE00778B

(8) Account setting (Different model camera can execution at the same time.)

(9) Stream setting

(The same model camera can execution at the same time.)
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6.4.4 Event & action
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6.4.4.1

Camera

Event List
1. Select Camera:
Select a camera channel to configure, default is channel 01.
2. Add:
Choose event type click add. Pop‐up window “The changes were successfully
saved.” Click ok were successfully saved.
3. Remove:
To delete an existing event list, choose the event type you wish to delete and
click remove. Pop‐up window “The changes were successfully saved.” click ok
were successfully saved.
4. Save:
Choose event type, this type will highlight click ok, pop‐up window "The
changes were successfully saved." Click ok were successfully saved.
5. Exit:
Not save will back to live view.
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Event setting
Trigger
Selects a trigger to event type or Schedule:

Event type: Edge motion, Tampering, Perimeter, Tripwire, People Density, Audio
detection, Periodical, Network link down, Input#0, Input#1
 The camera itself has the IVS, option to support IVS.
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Schedule: Define a time period to keep the event & action active.
Customized: More darker bar levels means higher interval time so that the alarm will
be triggered when the movement lasts longer. Setting up an appropriate
interval will reduce the chance of false alarms triggered by pedestrians.
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Motion detection setting

1. Click on the

icon can save to apply the new settings name.

2. Set up motion detection area
Select channel to apply motion detection, then use left click of the mouse to drag
and select the desired areas.
To de‐select areas, perform the same action with the starting point on the
selected area.
Three detection areas can be created.
3. Check Display All Range can all the detection areas display.

4. Sensitivity and Threshold
Sensitivity: drag the button to increase or decrease the sensitivity so that alarm will
be triggered based on the level of movement.
Threshold: drag the button to increase or decrease the threshold so that the alarm
will only be triggered when the movement exceeds certain reaction.
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Periodical
Click on the

icon pop‐up window.

Setting up a periodical time will record this time.
The following picture show.

Action button
Setting
Output

E‐mail

Push notification

CMS
E‐map
Snapshot to FTP

PTZ preset go
Notify on live
view

“detailed information”
Description
When triggered, system will send output signal to connected devices.
 Once selected, a detail dialog opens for users to set which output
pin to send the output signal through.
When triggered, system will send Email notifications.
 To set up the Email(s) to receive notifications, see Email.
 Once selected, its Detail dialog opens for Email selection.
When triggered, system will send instant message to the registered
mobile clients as a notification.
 See Push Notification for details.
 Once selected, its Detail dialog opens for user selection.
When triggered, system will send out a signal to CMS.

You may choose whether sending with snapshot or not.
When triggered, the system will pop up E‐map with an event indicator to
show users the location of the scene clearly.
When an event occurs, the system will upload snapshots to FTP.

You may configure how and when you want to stop sending.

You may configure the frame interval.
When triggered, PTZ preset go or patrol configuration.

You may configure how and when to Start PTZ preset point.

You may configure the Life Cycle of PTZ.
When triggered, showing the alarm signal in the corner of the video area.
 Use the OSD tab to configure the system’s “on‐screen” displaying.
 EX:IVS‐> red villain display
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Push Notification
When triggered, the system will send notification to the registered mobile clients.
To enable Push Notification as a responding action for an event
When an event occurs, the user will receive push notifications. The user can view
click “View” to watch the recording videos.
If user password is changed, please sign‐in with new password to start service again.

6.4.4.2

System

Setting
Abnormal disk status
Daily system report

Power‐on notification
Input#0
Schedule

Description
The system’s will sending mail notification when there is no enough
disk space for recording or when disk accessing goes wrong.
Enables the system sending daily notification to one or more Email
about the system’s HDD usage.
Everyday 00:00 send.
Enables recording the time when the system is powered on after the
power resumes from an abnormal shutdown.
When an event occurs, the system will send an output signal to other
connected devices.
Schedule is not available for system events. When enabled, the
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system event (& action) stays active from 00:00 through 23:59

The featured settings are:

6.4.4.3

Server

SMTP/MAIL :
SMTP sets up the “Simple Mail Transfer Protocol” for system to send out Emails.
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On the SMTP tab, the featured settings are:
Setting
Mail server
Server port
SSL
SMTP
authentication
Username
Password
Send test mail to
Test button

Description
Enters the SMTP server’s IP address or server
name.
Assigns the port number.
Enables/disables Secure Sockets Layer.
Enables the username/password authentication
before an Email is sent.
Sets up the username for SMTP authentication.
Sets up the password for SMTP authentication.
Sets up the test Email for SMTP authentication.
System will send a test Email to sender to make
sure the function works.

Default
‐‐
25
Disabled
Enable
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

Contact:
The Contact tab sets up the e‐mail recipients of the notifications sent by the system.
The systems supports up to 40 contacts.

On the Contact tab, the featured settings are:
Setting
Name
Email
Delete button

Description
Set up an identity for the Email.
Input the email address.
Deletes the Email from the contact list.

FTP:
FTP Settings helps users set the FTP server to save backup data and snapshots.
Click FTP Settings.
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On the FTP Settings tab, the featured settings are:
Setting
FTP Server
Server port
Username
Password
Folder
Test

Description
Sets the IP address or server name of the backup server.
Sets the port number of the backup server.
Enters the username to log in the backup server.
Enters the password to log in the backup server.
Specifies the folder to save the backup data to.
Runs a test on the configuration by making the system
create a folder onto the configured FTP server.

Default
‐‐
21
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

6.4.5 Camera Status
Use Camera Status to monitor the camera connection status. It also allows users to
have an overview of the camera status and total bit rate.
6.4.5.1

Channel Status
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Menu

Button

Summary

Emergency recording–
recording

The emergency recording of channel is running

Emergency recording –
stopped

The emergency recording of channel is stopped
(when there is no storage space)

No recording

No recording on channel

Schedule recording –
recording

The schedule recording is running

Schedule recoding –
stopped

The emergency recording of channel is stopped
(when there is no storage space)

Connected

The NVR is connected to channel

Connecting

The NVR is trying to connect to channel

Disconnected

The NVR fail to connect to channel

6.4.5.2

Stream status

This page show the stream status in each one camera , include the Name, bit rate of
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stream 1 and stream 2, and total bit rate(stream1 + stream2).

Total bit rate: all of camera total bit rate.
Estimated remaining recording time: How long dose it to recording in NVR.
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6.5 I/O Setting
The I/O Setting support alarm set up for external electric circuits.
You can choose either Normal Open (that is, close circuit during event) or Normal
Close (that is, open circuit during event) for alarm input and alarm output.
See I/O Terminal Block Circuit & Pin Definition for circuit reference.

6.5.1 Camera I/O

The featured settings are:
Setting

Description

Default

Selects a camera channel to configure.

CH1

I/O pin

Enables/disables an I/O pin.

Enabled

Name

Enters a name or info about the I/O pin. ‐‐

Type

Sets I/O type for the I/O pin.

Normally open

Duration

Defines the time to keep an output
active after it is triggered.

N/A
(The output stays active unless it
is manually switched off.)

Associated Camera

User to set which output pin to send

Itself
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the output signal through, can choose
the live view of IP camera.

6.5.2 System I/O

The featured settings are:
Setting

Description

Default

I/O pin

Enables/disables an I/O pin.

Enabled

Name

Enters a name or info about the I/O pin.

‐‐

Type

Sets I/O type for the I/O pin.

Normally open

Duration

Defines the time to keep an output active
after it is triggered.

N/A

User to set which output pin to send the
output signal through, can choose the live
view of IP camera.

N/A

Associated Camera
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6.6 Disk Storage
Use the menu disk storage to manage the system storage and data backup.

6.6.1 Storage Information

1. Volume list:
Choose the statuses of the RAID volume.

Switches the status information between the present RAID volumes and disks.

To avoid problems accessing public folder via My Network Places, please delete the invalid
volume before creating new disk volume or modifying volume.
If you choose Express Mode when using the Installation Wizard, the disk will be set to RAID 0
automatically unless the number of disks is not enough for this RAID level.
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To avoid any error on the HDD and RAID volume, the unit is not allowed to query status,
create, modify, delete, or format RAID volume when the front panel is open.
Hot plug and hot swap on external storage disks are not supported. Please reboot the unit after
the installation.

The status info delivered for a present RAID volume is:

Setting
Volume name
RAID level

RAID status

Free capacity
Used capacity
Usage
Update time
Number of devices

Description
Delivers the name of the RAID volume, which is assigned when the volume
is created.
Delivers the RAID level, which is defined when the volume is created.
 The selectable levels depend on the number of drives present in the
system.
Delivers the following statuses of the RAID volume:
Message
Description
Functional
The RAID volume is normally operating.
There are problems with the RAID volume, but video
Critical
recording is normal.
The RAID volume cannot be found. Hence video
Offline
recording is stopped and the storage cannot be
accessed.
The RAID volume is found but isn’t mounted. Hence
File system
video recording is stopped and storage cannot be
error
accessed.
Delivers the free space on the RAID volume.
Delivers the used space on the RAID volume.
Delivers the percentage of the RAID volume’s usage.
Delivers the time when the RAID volume was created or last updated.
Delivers the total number of disks covered by the RAID volume and the
number of the disks that are active, failed or spare.
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Format
Recovery

Delivers the formatting progress if the RAID volume is being formatted at
the moment.
Delivers the recovery progress if the RAID volume is being recovered at the
moment.
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Disk

Info

Description

Model

Delivers the model number of the disk.

Capacity

Delivers the total capacity of the disk.

Firmware version

Delivers the firmware version of the disk.

Serial no.

Delivers the serial number of the disk.

RAID status

Delivers the status of the RAID that the disk belongs to.

Drive health(SMART)

Delivers the status of drive health by SMART self‐test.
Click on icon to view the detail.
Good: The disk is healthy and able to work normally.
Warning: The disk is damaged. Recommend to change the disk.
Abnormal: The disk is damaged seriously and it may cause the
system errors.
Strongly recommend you to stop recording and change the disk

Temperature
Previous test time
Smart status check

immediately.
Delivers the temperature of the disk
Delivers the previous SMART self‐test time.
SMART test progress. Recommend to stop recording to run the test.
Short Test:1 minute
Extended Test: more than 200 minutes
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6.6.2 Volume Setting

Volume list
Create of the RAID volumes in the system.
Setting

Description

Name

RAID volume the name

Type

Embedded

Status

Delivers the status of the RAID volume

Capacity

Delivers the space total on the RAID volume.

RAID

Defines the RAID level.

Assigned disk

Selects a disk for RAID volume.
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Create:
The Create tab enables the creation of RAID volumes in the system.

1. Default is blank. If used already selected disk, next option not display this disk.
Ex: HDD 1 already selected disk1, HDD 2 option not display Disk 1
2. Volume setting not yet complete, hit pop‐up a dialog box.
“Volume setting is not complete. ”
3. The RAID Volume will be functional on another unit if all disks of this volume are
moved
4. The RAID level and the number of disks in a volume cannot be changed after it is
set.
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Delete:
Select a RAID volume, click delete will pop‐up window
“Are you sure to delete this VOLUME?”
Click yes deletes the selected RAID volume.

Format:
1. Status is normal click will popup window.
”Are you sure to format this volume? ”
2. Status is unusual click will popup window.
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”The volume status is unmoral.”
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6.7 Security
Click Security button to show the security setting page.

6.7.1 User Setting

User List:
‐ List NVR user account that user can login in curently , system default : admin.
‐ User add or remove account to the "User list". The acconut number is limited
to 50.
‐ Please "save" the info when user change the default setting.
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User Setting
A.Click input the "User name", "New password", must to

and

, the

changes were successfully saved.
B.Click

.It delete the one of the "User list" row when user check the one.

C.Role list.System default : poweruser,operator,viewer.(See 6.7.2Role)
Channel Access
A.Check liveview channel access that user want。
B. CH1, CH2 show the IPCamera model when user add the
IPCamera in "Camera Setting" page.(See red box)

The changes were successfully saved
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6.7.2 Role Setting
Role Template List :
A. Role template list, system default: poweruser,operator,viewer.
B. User add the "Role" into the role template list,that the maximum number is 20.
C. Please "save" the info when user change the default setting.

Role Setting
General :
‐ Click

add the "Role name" to the role template list.

Authority :
‐ Authority, system default : Startup, Live View.
‐ We provide the 9 items to proper user situation that user can configure them.
‐ Click
show more detail settings.
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Click this item, user can configure the Start list:

Click this item, user can configure the Liveview list:

Click this item, user can configure the Playback list:
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6.8 System Setting
6.8.1 Information
6.8.1.1

Device Information

Information tab shows important system information including model, firmware,
CPU and heat dissipation.
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6.8.2 Device Maintenance
6.8.2.1

General setting

(1) General
Language
The language support is only English now.
Buzzer
The buzzer can notify you when system start and disk error. It's useful when first
installation and maintenance. This is enabled by default, but you can choose Disable
and click Save to disable it.
(2) Time setting
You can manually set time here, or use NTP to sync time of this unit automatically.
If you check the sync camera time with NVR server when adding a camera, the camera time
will also be changed.

(3) Daylight saving day
Set up the daylight saving time.
If you check the sync camera time with NVR server when adding a camera, the camera time
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will also be changed.

6.8.2.2

System Maintenance

(1) Firmware upgrade
To upgrade firmware, copy the NVR firmware to USB drive, and press Firmware
Upgrade to start upgrade.
The system will pop up a dialog for you to choose one of the firmware file.
The file must be placed on the outermost level of USB storage device to be recognized (not in
the folder)

(2) Save/Load configuration
Backup:
To backup settings, insert a USB drive, and click Backup
Restore:
To restore settings, insert the USB drive with backup setting, and click Restore
The file must be placed on the outermost level of USB storage device to be recognized (not in
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the folder)

Reset to Default:
Click Restore to default to restore to factory default setting.
When a confirm dialog pop up, you can check the checkbox to restore the network
setting, or just keep the checkbox unchecked to keep you network setting.

6.8.2.3

Display Setting

Display mode of monitor can be set to get either better stability or better
convenience. The default mode is Auto for convenience.
The current support of monitor resolution is 1280x720, 1920x1080 (Full HD), and
maximum 3840x2160 (4K).
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6.8.3 Network
6.8.3.1

Network setting

User configure the DHCP or Static IP in this page, then check the lower left hand
corner of live view after changes successfully saved.
DDNS Providers supported are DtDNS and DynDns currently.

6.8.3.2

PPPoE Setting

Authentication Type is supported CHAP and PAP, system default is CHAP.
Input the "User ID"and"Password", must to"Save" and then the PPPoE IP show the
lower left hand corner of live view.
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6.8.4 P2P Setting

The P2P is used when you want to check channel videos on mobile phone.
The P2P is disabled by default. You can choose Enable, and click Save to Enable the
P2P function.
After enabled, you can use Zavior to scan the QR code to add a NVR device.

For some unit from special business, there is no P2P license. You can contact us to
acquire a P2P license, and follow these guide to install license on the unit:
Click "Upload License", user upload the P2P license in USB storage device.
The P2P license is "upload successfully" after the P2P IP and P2P QR code will be
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show on this page.
"Push notification" inform the user in smart phone when P2P bind the Zavior, the
App, it show on the "Install Wizard" or download from the app store , click "Unbind"
will be closed the " Push notification " or not.
The file must be placed on the outermost level of USB storage device to be recognized (not in
the folder)
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